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Abstract 
The Smart Grid is a relatively new effort for the way we distribute energy within the country. While it is best known for its 
capability to allow end users to sell energy generated from renewable sources such as wind and sun back to the power company, 
it also has another component that deals with the capability to react automatically to disturbances that can cause large scale 
power outages. As part of our work at Los Alamos National Laboratory, intelligent control of flexible manufacturing systems 
research was applied to controlling an electric power grid model using the sensors and technology that is expected to be available 
with the introduction of the Smart Grid. The goal is to use the automated equipment that will eventually be in place for the 
implementation of the Smart Grid and build a controller that can avoid such catastrophic power outages such as the 2003 outage 
over the north east part of the country. The power system of the City of Los Alamos was modeled and used as a test system. The 
states of the models were initialized with data collected from their SCADA system. Then artificial disturbances were induced to 
test the system. The controller was able to react to the disturbances in real time with no human command. The controller was able 
to consider the financial consequences to its actions by optimizing for the least overall loss of revenue. This work is conceptual in 
nature with the goal of introducing research from the manufacturing control community to applications in the control of the 
electric power grid now possible with the introduction of the technology associated with the Smart Grid.  
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1. Introduction 
There is readily available data pertaining to the general health of our power grid. A real time data source that 
currently exists is the Area Control Error and Frequency (ACE)-Frequency data collected by the North American 
Electric Reliability Council (NERC). Their Resource Adequacy Real Time Monitoring System continuously 
monitors the load generation and the health of the transmission lines for all of the power lines in the US for any sign 
of trouble. The system monitors the ACE for each of the 123 control areas in the nation. The system generates Real-
Time Interconnection Abnormal Frequency Notification (AFN) alarms to notify the subscribed users of the 
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problems found by the system. Using this or similar data as input to our intelligent controller allows it to predict the 
consequences of the particular disturbance.  
The estimated cost of power interruptions in the United States is $80 billion per year according to The 
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS). The aid of computers and our electric power 
analysis capabilities is to provide sufficiently fast solution strategies to the system operators or to the automatic 
control software so as to prevent domino effects. It can do this be either recommending action to the user or even by 
applying the control needed directly to the system with no human intervention.  
Our proposed system will predict the consequences and determine the best plan of action given the situation at 
hand. These decisions are made in real time. For example the 2003 power outage described above resulted in $10 
billion loss of utility revenue and business sales. The outage affected 10’s of millions of customers and 60 GW loss 
of load. While it took only three minutes for the outage to propagate from a single power plant outage to an 
additional 21 plants, there was a two hour period of the initial phase of the cascade that occurred before any power 
generation was lost. During this initial period, there is adequate time to identify and correct the network to halt the 
cascade and minimize system and customer impacts. The control system can also be set up to only give advice on 
how to respond including the time limitations on reacting.  
The merits of this effort is to take existing research on the intelligent control of large scale distributed systems 
such as a flexible manufacturing system (FMS), see Gonzalez et. el. [1] - [6] and apply it to the intelligent control of 
the US electric power grid. With the introduction of the Smart Grid, new technology will be in place that will allow 
for the software control of the power system much the same way FMS lend themselves for software control. 
Intelligent control is defined here as the search for a better control law. A control law is set of values assigned to a 
set of parameters that the software has the ability to change. In manufacturing, these parameters may be the 
allocation of resources to jobs, the order in which jobs are assigned to the resources, or the route the material travels 
within the plant. These are only examples. For the example presented later in this paper the parameters are the 
amount of power each generator generates in increments of 10% and the shedding of each load. So a control law is 
the setting of all generators and the state of all loads (on line / off line).  
The controller must be given the model of the power system, the list of parameters it has in its control domain 
and a heuristic function that tells how good the system is performing. The intelligence is based on Monte Carlo 
simulations where for each possible control law, the controller sets the parameter to that control law, runs several 
nondeterministic simulations and collects statistical data. Then the heuristic function returns a value indicating how 
good the system is operating under the influence of the control law in question. After evaluating all the laws the best 
control law is the one that the simulations estimate will make the system have the best performance according to the 
formulas in the heuristic function. This is the method that history has shown to be most effective in optimizing 
manufacturing plants. It is important to note that this controller finds values to parameters that tend to make the 
power system perform better. The simulation model itself is considered to be input to the system as is the heuristic 
function.  
The challenge to taking manufacturing control methods and applying it to the electric power system is that the 
power system is much larger and more distributed then a manufacturing system. That is the challenge that this paper 
is addressing. The demand for this research came from the fact that manufacturing systems are also getting larger 
and the current controllers are not scalable. This research addresses the scalability issue for both a manufacturing 
and a power system.   
 More precisely the issue is as follows. Control generally has a hierarchical architecture. Since each controller in 
the hierarchy must have decision making capabilities, it needs to have a model of the complete system in its control 
domain. The control domain for a controller depends on its position within the hierarchy and therefore requires a 
unique simulation model. However the logic in this model includes all the logic in all the controllers in its control 
domain. Presented here without proof for lack of space it can be shown that the modeling effort for creating all of 
the simulation models for a control hierarchy with L levels is 12LP . So for example for a control hierarchy 
with 7 levels the modeling effort for creating all of the simulation models is about 50 times the effort for creating the 
control models. So the problem with this method for optimization is that the controller is not scalable since the 
modeling effort increase exponentially with the size of the system.  
The merit of this work is in creating a simulation engine that can use the same control models for simulation thus 
saving the modeling effort needed for simulation altogether. Currently there is no other research effort that is 
considering the scalability issue with using Monte Carlo simulations. Every simulation model must include the logic 
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in all of the control models in the sub tree in its control domain. Our approach is to simply use the collection of 
control models from the controller in its control domain for simulation. While this may sound simple its actually 
quite complicated because the interaction among the independent controllers needs to be taken in to account for the 
model to be accurate. The next section presents this methodology that allows our simulation engine to use the 
control models instead or requiring new simulation models. For those readers not familiar with this technology, the 
important point being made in this paper is the recognition of the scalability problem in using simulation and that 
there is a solution.  
The controller was used on a model of the City of Los Alamos electric power system which includes actual load 
and generation data which we gathered using their Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. In 
order to avoid sensitivities that may arise by presenting the actual City of Los Alamos power grid, presented is an 
implementation of an artificial model of a power system that is set up to demonstrate the capabilities of the software.  
First the intelligent controller design for distributed discrete-event systems is presented then the control of the Smart 
Grid follows.  
2. The Controller Tool 
The following section describes the concepts used in creating this controller. It is assumed that the controller 
consists of a collection of controllers distributed across many computers and tied together by the network. Davis et 
al. (1997) [1] and Gonzalez (1996) [2] present the architecture for the controller and the single threaded simulation 
of distributed systems using distributed modeling.  
2.1. The Hierarchical Architecture 
The concept of the Hierarchical Architecture was originally published in Tirpak et al. (1992) [7]. The 
architecture introduces the simulation object as the basic element for modeling a system. Each simulation object 
represents a basic hierarchical element where intelligent control is to be addressed, see Figure 1a. Using this 
architecture gives rise to multi-resolutional control. At the top most level, the simulation object's scope of control 
includes the most aggregate level of decision. The planning horizon may be very long. This simulation object makes 
high level decisions. The controllers in the middle level have a smaller planning horizon but are still making 
managerial type decision. At the bottom most level, the controllers have the smallest planning horizon and are 
limited to the most immediate concerns of the hardware they control. The hardware is only controlled by the 
simulation at the bottom of the hierarchy. It’s called simulation object even though it is used for control because its 
algorithm is that is the conventional discrete-event simulation with a few modifications.  
2.2. The Distributed Modeling Methodology 
This methodology presents a very novel approach to simulating distributed systems using a single thread. This 
methodology is based upon the belief that the interactions among the controllers must be considered by the 
simulation model in order to accurately model a system with a distributed control architecture. The single most 
important characteristic of the methodology and what separates it from other object-oriented simulation approaches 
is its attention to modeling the flow of messages among the controllers included within the architecture. By 
modeling the flow of messages, the methodology allows the simulation to accommodate any number of models. 
Recall that the controller is distributed. That means that there are many independent controllers each running with its 
own model. This methodology allows us to simulate the complete system using the collection of models from the 
controllers. See Gonzalez (2003) [3]. This has many advantages: 
1. The simulation is more accurate since its model considers all of the communication among the distributed 
controllers. This was the original motivation for developing our methodology. 
2. The simulation produces maximum fidelity since the same set of models is used for both simulation and 
control. Model verification is a major effort in modeling usually requiring more effort than to actually build 
the model. Furthermore there is always the risk that the model does not represent the control logic 
correctly. Using our method reduces the chances of discrepancies between the models used for simulation 
and those used for control. This simplifies the verification phase of modeling and produces a model that 
represents the true logic.  
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3. The modeling effort is shared between control and simulation. They both share the same models so only 
one set needs to be created. In fact without our methodology one may think that the modeling effort will 
double but in reality it’s considerably worse. Since each controller has a different set of subordinate 
controllers in its control domain, each one will need a model that includes not only its own logic but also 
the logic of all of the controllers in its control domain. The same logic is being modeled over and over. In 
our example in Figure 1a, this will amount to 19 additional models needing to be created and each model 
will need to include its own logic as well as the logic of all of its subordinate controllers.  
4. The control and simulation models necessarily employ the same state definition since they are in fact the 
same code. This simplifies the task of initializing the simulation model to the current system-state. If the 
simulation and control models employ a different state definition, which is the case when one employs 
conventional simulation approaches, then one must translate the measured system variables into values for 
the state variable employed within the simulation model. This is a relatively large effort. See Gonzalez and 
Davis (1998) [5]. 
5. This methodology offers multiresolutional modeling. Since the system models have a hierarchical 
organization, the simulation resolution can be dynamically selected by selecting the levels in the hierarchy 
to include models for. For example, in Figure 1a, if the top most controller wants to make a fast but rough 
decision it may only include the next level down. This increases the simulation speed at a cost of accuracy. 
If later it wants to run a more accurate simulation with a more detailed model it simply may choose to 
include all the models 2 or more levels down as opposed to only 1 level below. This increases the 
resolution since the collection of models being used in this simulation includes much more details.  
 
The following is a brief description of how this simulation methodology is able to accommodate a set of models 
in its simulation rather a single model. The simulation of each individual subsystem is performed using the 
commonly used discrete-event simulation method which of course uses only a single model. An executive function 
manages the simulated time, event list and the list of resources. As it pulls of the next event in the chronologically 
ordered event list it calls its model (the single model) to execute the event. The simulated time is incremented to the 
time of the next event in a single discrete jump. All of these components, the event list, the list of resources, current 
time and the model, are encapsulated into a single object, called the simulation object. See Figure 1. In this way, 
each simulation object simulates a single subsystem using the standard discrete-event simulation and a single model.  
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Figure 1. (a) the hierarchical architecture used in our model FMS. The sub models that are presented between the two horizontal 
lines are the actual controllers used both to control and simulate the system.  The rest of the models were created to provide a 
complete model for simulation purposes only; they are not used in control mode; (b) The Executive Object. The circles represent 
programmed objects, the squares represent functions, and the flat rectangles represent pointer variables. 
 
In order to simulate the entire distributed system, the overall simulation model must include an instantiation of 
simulation object for each modeled subsystem, that is, for each model. A coordinating function for the overall 
simulation manages the execution of each simulation object. This function resembles an operating system in the 
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sense that it distributes the processor usage among all of the simulation objects.  This function allocates the 
processor to the simulation object that needs to execute the next event in time. It maintains a global event list that 
has a copy of each event in each of the simulation objects. It also models the network by maintaining a list of all 
messages sent between the simulation objects. This message queue is also used to determine which simulation 
object acquires the processor next.  
 
Example 1: The Simulation of a Three Model Systems 
 
In this example the system includes 3 models, see Figure 2a. In the simulation the coordinating function 
removes the next event, the one occurring in controller number 3, from the global event list. It gives the processor to 
simulation object number 3. Object 3 executes this event and as a result of its modeling logic it sends a message to 
object number 2. This message is sent to the message relay that simulates the network. Once object 3 completes its 
cycle it relinquishes control back to the coordinating function. The coordinating function then removes the next 
message from the message queue and delivers it to the proper recipient, object 2 in this case. Next object 2 receives 
this message and executes the appropriate event. In the execution of this event, controller number 2 schedules a new 
event onto its local event list and a copy is scheduled onto the global event list. At this point, the event-execution 
cycle of the coordinating function terminates and the function removes the next event from the global event list and 
begins a new event-execution cycle. 
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Figure 2. (a) example of a distributed simulation comprising three controllers. Each of the three controllers is simply included in 
the overall model as a simulation object without any modification; (b) example of a three model system being controlled while 
applying intelligent decision making. Each of the three controllers is simply included in the overall model as a simulation object 
without any modification. 
2.3. The Intelligent Controller 
The intelligent controller involves the collection of simulation objects operating as controllers using actual 
internet communication and running in real time. The intelligence of the controller involves running simulations of 
the distributed system or subsystem concurrently with the controller.  
 
Example 2: The Intelligent Control of a Three Model System 
 
Continuing with the previous example, now the 3 controllers are controlling the hardware in real time using real 
communications, see Figure 2b. Note controller 2 and 3 are directly controlling the hardware while controller 1 is 
acting as a supervisor / manager. Concurrently while running in real time, controller number 1 is making an 
intelligent decision and is using the simulation as described in Example 1 to produce feed forward information, that 
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is to predict the performance of the system if the control law being considered it used. It gathers the state 
information from itself and the other two controllers and uses it to initialize the simulation models. The decision can 
be related to how it manages the other two controllers. Note in the simulation there are three simulation objects with 
3 models that are simply copies of the three objects and models controlling the hardware. So no new modeling effort 
is required and the state of the controller can be directly transferred into the simulation’s models since it’s an exact 
copy with no need to interpret the information. Since the controller is a software program the state is simply the 
contents of the variables in the objects and models. The communication agent functions like the postal system in that 
it routes all of the messages to their destination. It is needed for the real time collection of the state while the 
controllers are live. Without it the controller’s operation will need to be interrupted, see Gonzalez and Davis (1998) 
[5].  
3. The Problem 
The electric power grid consists of many independent power systems spread across the United States and even 
parts of Canada. Usually each city may have its own such system as in the case for the city of Los Alamos. The 
independent power systems are connected by power transmission lines. Through these lines the individual power 
stations can transfer power between each other in order to distribute the total power generated to all the loads. So a 
power system producing excess power may transfer some of this power to another system that is short on 
generation. Depending on the arrangement they may have with each other, power is typically purchased and sold. 
Power companies typically have large control rooms staffed by experience people whose job is to buy and sell 
power to other power companies. Their goal is to maintain a balance between generation and consumption while 
maximizing profits.  
One of the problems this system is addressing is the automatic control of the flow of power between stations 
considering the profits to the company running the controller. In this case the controller is buying and selling power 
as well as transferring power between points internally. While the power company may not want to rely on any such 
controller to make its important decisions, the controller can act as a way to advise the human controller of possible 
transactions that may be being overlooked. The controller can compare the decisions made by the humans to its own 
and alert of any major discrepancy.  
Another problem being addressed is the actions to take when a failure occurs. Quick reaction is sometimes the 
only way to avoid a more costly failure. The software controller can be faster than the human if the solution is not 
obvious and the computations are extensive and complicated. For example in the 2003 power outage across the 
United States the time between the first major failure occurred to when the error propagated and wiped out the 
whole north east part of the country only took 3 minutes. Note the solution to this problem involves all of the power 
systems coordinating together to avoid the cascading effect. This involves a distributed controller with great 
scalability capacity.  
4. The Smart Grid Controller 
The software controller is based on the concepts presented above. In the references presented above the reader 
can find more details as to the implementation of the tool. Discussed are the parts relevant to the control of the 
Smart Grid.  
While the electric power system is a continuous system, its control is discrete in nature. For example the control 
may include setting the power generation of a particular generator to a particular value like 40% or shedding a load. 
As stated in the introduction, the controller needs to have a model of the discrete-event aspects of the system, the 
control model, as well as a model of the continuous aspects which is that of the physics, that is the voltages, 
currents, heat etc. Note in this tool the control models are used in place of creating new simulation models but the 
models for the physical aspects must be created. However this is only one model that models the electrical 
characteristics of a power plant.   
In this application the optimizer performs the simulations with different alternatives control laws and 
determines a change to be made. The physical model is called by the simulation to calculates how the system will 
react if the alternative being considered is implemented. Once the optimizer suggests a change to a new control law, 
the controller then implements the change. The change can be setting the output of a generator from 45% to 75% or 
shed a load.   
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4.1. The Physical Model 
In this proof of concept the goal is to demonstrate the decision making capabilities and how it can be used to 
control the Smart Grid. As such the physical model of the electrical system is not critical to this demonstration. In an 
actual implementation the existing controllers that control the actual hardware and knows the complex process 
needed to maintain stability will remain being used. One can think of the controller presented here as exiting at a 
layer above the current ones. As such only the linear power flow of real power is modeled. Furthermore since 
implementing a new control law, that is, changing the setting on a generator for example, involves a complex 
process, it is assumed that the controller that currently handles this will still be used. The controller presented here 
only makes the decision to change a setting and is not necessarily involved in the actual physical control.  
Our physical model is based on Ohm’s law where given all the loads and generator output for the circuit it is 
able to calculate the power transmitting through each transmission line, the voltage at each load and at each 
generator. Discrete-time simulations along with an iterative process are performed to simulate the physical 
characteristics of the electrical system. This type of simulation models the continuous characteristics of a system 
using discrete-event simulation. The iterative process continuously adjusts the solution until the numbers work out. 
The discrete-time simulation executes periodic updates. In each update it starts by selecting the current demand 
for each load using a random variable from the specific distribution that models that particular load. Then it calls the 
physical model to determine the voltages and current at each generator and load and the rate of heat accumulation at 
all the devises; generators, loads and transmission lines.  
The physical model starts by adding the load demands from all the loads and also adds all the generation 
capacity from all the generators. Note the generator’s power output limit is set by the power setting for that 
generator. Next the model distributes the generation of current among all the generators in the proportion of power 
that generator can produce to the total power generation capacity all of the generators. If this amount exceeds the 
current limit for any generator then that generator is set to produce its maximum current limit. When this happens 
since that generator is going to produced less than its share, at the end there will be less total current generated than 
demanded. The process of distributing the current generation is repeated but the generator operating at its limit is not 
included in the distribution. Instead that generator is set to produce its maximum current and this current is 
subtracted from the total current demand. The remaining generators divide the remaining current demand among 
each other in the proper proportion as before. This is repeated until a complete current distribution cycle occurs with 
no generation reaching its limit or all the generators reach their limit. In the latter case the system is not able to meet 
the current demands and the current delivered to each loads must be adjusted. The model then reduces the current to 
each load by the percent reduction needed. The percent reduction is the total current produced divided by the total 
current demanded.  
Next the current flows on the transmission lines are computed. We use the Network Flow Algorithm for this 
operation. A graph is created where each generator is a source vertex, each load is a sink vertex and each 
transmission line is an edge with the capacity of that edge equated to the current capacity of that line. Then the 
algorithm determines the flow though each edge. If the algorithm is able to move all the flow from the sources to the 
sinks then the flow solution may not be unique and may not represent exactly how the current is divided among the 
transmission lines. However since no line is operating above capacity our controller does not need to know the exact 
flows. If on the other hand the solution shows that the flow is not able to move all the current then the solution 
represents the actual current flow in the lines that are limiting the flow. In this case all the loads, generation and 
import/export of power need to be adjusted to meet the total current flow specified by the Network Flow algorithm. 
This is done by setting the current output of each generator to the current flow specified in the resultant flow graph. 
The current for each load is set to the resultant inward flow for that load from the graph.  
The voltages are then calculated. We assume the voltage at the generators and the loads are all 120V even 
though we know that the voltages are actually much higher. This simplification will not prevent the demonstration 
of the controller. The voltage for each generator is computed by reducing the voltage by an amount proportional to 
the percent overcapacity the generator is operating at. So for example if a generator is producing 20% more current 
beyond its capacity then its voltage will be 20% less or 96V. The same is done for the loads with the load voltage 
except that instead of using the percent overcapacity it uses the percent under supplied. All the generators and load 
that are not stressed operate at 120V.  
The last step is to compute the percent loading for each generator, load, or transmission line. This is used to 
model the accumulation of heat in the devise. Periodically the physical model adds a small amount of heat to every 
devise that is performing above its limit. The amount of heat is proportional to the percent over limit for that devise. 
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If the devise was over limit and accumulated heat then later it starts operating below its limit heat will be subtracted 
periodically until there is no more excess heat. This slow accumulation of heat models the eventual breakdown of a 
devise if left operating above its limit. The percent over limit for each devise is displayed in the graphics as a dial.   
4.2. The Optimization 
Optimization is performed by evaluating the performance of the system with potential changes. For an electric 
power system the parameters we used are the amount of power output a generator is set to produce in discrete 
increments and the shedding and reconnection of a load. Shedding is the action of disconnecting power to a load in 
order to balance the generation with the load.  
The optimizer basically selects each combination and evaluates it. It then selects the control law that results in 
the best performance according to the heuristic function that is included along with the model. The evaluation of a 
particular control law is performed by initializing both the discrete-event and the physical model to the current state 
of the system and applying the control law being evaluated. So for example after initializing the simulation with the 
current state, generator 5 is set to 40% as opposed to its current setting of 60%. Then many nondeterministic 
discrete-event simulations are performed each starting with the same initial state and control law. At the end of each 
simulation run the heuristic function calculates the goodness of that particular run based on the statistical data 
collected during the simulation run. The goodness values are then averaged and a final goodness value and variance 
is produced. This is repeated for every control law that is chosen to be evaluated. At the end optimizer has a mean 
and variance for each control law and the best one is selected as the optimal law. Note the mean is used to estimate 
the goodness of the law while the variance gives information about the risk of that law.  
The random variables model the natural randomness of the power system such as the load demands and the 
probability of a component failure. These random variables are generated from distributions that we created by 
analysing the SCADA data over the course of many days. The SCADA data tells how the system typically behaves. 
We collected data from many days and for each load we generated a distribution that models the actual load 
demands for that load. The failure rates were simply known or calculated by the operators of the plant.  
The discrete event model handles the randomness by determining the load demands at all times and models any 
failures. It also manages the advancement of time. The physical model is deterministic in that all the randomness is 
in the discrete-event models.  
Because the controllers are distributed the simulation of the system consists of a collection of models one for 
each controller. The simulation can accommodate the collection of models using the concepts discussed above. In 
our demonstration since we have three independent areas we have a model for each of these areas. There is also a 
supervisory controller that oversees the operation of the complete system and that performs the optimization. The 
optimization use the distributed modeling methodology presented above. Each of the three area models has its own 
physical model. When a model is called by the coordinating function to execute the next event, it increments it’s 
time to the time of this event. It then uses random variables to determine the current load demands and finally calls 
the physical model to update the state of the physical system. The physical model is called by the discrete-event 
model so it’s considered part of the overall model.  
The optimizer runs in a continuous loop. Once it’s done optimizing it starts all over again. Since the system is 
continuously changing the optimizer is continuous making changes to the input settings in order to remain optimal. 
If there is some significant change such as a failure or an operator input the optimizer aborts the current cycle and 
starts a new one immediately.   
4.3. The Demonstration 
In our demonstration we created a model of a power plant that consist of three areas tied together by transfer 
stations, see Figure 3. This represents three independent power systems that buy and sell power to each other. This 
was chosen to demonstrate the capabilities of our controller to control distributed systems and as such we treat it as a 
distributed system with three independent subordinate systems. In the computer image the solid green circles 
represent power generators and the solid green triangles represent loads. The hollow white triangles represent ties or 
transmission line intersections. A tie with two connections is a transfer station that is at the boundary of two 
subordinate power systems. When a power generator or a transmission line is over stressed it begins to heat and will 
eventually fail. The symbol turns red in this stressed state. When a load is not getting enough power it also turns red 
and will eventually fail as well. Each devise has a gauge indicating its level of stress. For black and white 
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reproductions of this paper one can see the needle to see the devise’s status. The needle to the left means it’s fine 
(green) while the needle to the right means the device it’s under stress (red).  
 
  
 
 
Figure 3: (a) the system in its initial state. Note the top left three generators are turned on; (b) we induced an event that turned off the nuclear 
power plant; (c) the controller performs many simulation runs to test different options and estimates how the system will react to each option. (d) 
The controller realizes that its best to turn on the nuclear generator and also turn off the two gas generators. 
In the top left area three generators are placed, the two left ones are gas turbines and the one to the right is a 
nuclear station. What this means to the model is that the gas generator can have a variable power output but the cost 
per unit of power is relatively higher than that of the nuclear plant. However the nuclear plant produces a large 
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amount of power and cannot be set to produce less. While it’s efficient in terms of cost per unit power it can only be 
used if the demand is high. Also there is a start-up cost to turn it on and off that is higher than that for the gas 
generator.  
For the model we created of the Los Alamos power system we gathered real time data from their SCADA system 
and used it to initialize the model. For this model we started with a normal state except for one load towards the 
bottom of the image that is red. Then we induced an abnormal event such as a failed power line, failed generator, or 
abnormal load demand that will eventually propagate to a more serious failure if not remedied. Next we simply 
stepped back and allowed our controller to control the system and prevent a failure.  Note the time on the screen is 
simulated time and unfortunately since it was being run at several hours per minute of real time it incorrectly 
appears as though the decision took several hours when in fact it only too about one minute.  
For the demonstration suppose that you are the operator of the top left substation shown in Figure 3a. 
Everything is fine but you notice a load in the bottom substation is not receiving its demand and it’s starting to 
overheat. You are not sure what to do so you, perhaps accidently, turn off the larger power plant, see Figure 3b. The 
load then gets even less power and the system is on a course that will lead to a more serious failure with perhaps 
permanent damage to some systems. Immediately the controller starts to run its optimizer and searches for an action 
such as turning on a generator or shedding a load that will optimize the operation of the plant. It runs several 
simulations with each alternative solution, see Figure 3c, and selects the solution or action that results in the best 
overall performance according to the statistical data produced by the simulations and it decides to take action. 
Within one minute you notice that the controller turns the larger generator back on and also turns off the two smaller 
generators with the rationale that the larger generator is more efficient see Figure 3d. You realize the danger you 
placed the power plant in and thank your plant supervisor for purchasing the controller and saving your job. You 
also notice the red lower load that was not meeting its power demand is now green.   
In this scenario the controller not only prevented a catastrophic power failure but also optimized the operation 
to produce power at less cost while providing the demanded power to all loads. Notice the plant operator did not call 
the controller to tell it to optimize. The controller is continuously optimizing since the state of the power system can 
change event if the operator does not change anything but just due to load demand changes and other normal 
changes that occur over time.  
5. Conclusions 
This paper presented an intelligent, simulation based controller that can be used to control the Smart Grid. The 
unique feature of this controller is the scalability of its optimizer. That is its ability to model arbitrarily large and 
distributed systems. Specifically the models used in the simulations are the same collection used for control with 
minimal modification. We presented a demonstration of an electric power system and showed how the controller 
was able to avoid a power failure by adjusting the controls of the system when we induced an adverse event.  
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